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THOR

[Electric motorcycle]

Course: Industrial Design Project B, “Design in Motion”
Year: 2010
Length: 10 weeks

25/3 2010 - Project introduction

9/4 - Research finished

Traffic in the world is increasing and this has had a negative effect on the environment for decades, mostly because the majority of all vehicles are powered by
fossil fuels, but also because the increasing traffic load requires wider roads and
a growing part of the surface of the earth is covered by asphalt. Many drivers are
travelling alone in a car meant to transport four or more persons and this makes a
car unnecessarily big and waste space on the roads. In many cities in Asia people
are travelling by mopeds and motorcycles in order to get by the heavy traffic. As
long as people keep travelling alone this is a more efficient way of using the existing
roads without expanding them.

28/4 - Final concept ready

In the last decade, the development of electric hybrid and full electric cars has progressed a lot and today several car brands are offering a fully developed electric
vehicle in their product portfolio. The efficiency of the electric motor has advanced
and the batteries has become more compact. A problem with electric vehicles has
always been the recharging time, but even the development in this area has advanced a lot in only the last couple of years, due to the increased demand on electric
vehicles.

12/5 - Kick-off presentation

20/5 - Final design ready for modelling

As this project was to cover only ten weeks of work the final product had to be less
complex than a car, which usually needs several years of development. A smaller
vehicle is also to prefer when travelling in a confined space so, although ten weeks
is still quite a short time to develop a motorcycle, the challenge was accepted to
come up with a concept within the given time frame.

31/5 - Final presentation

The most suitable motorcycle type for motorway speed is a sport bike, but the ergonomics of sport bikes is not great at low speed. In lower speeds the airspeed is not
substantial enough to support the shoulders and arms from the body weight in the
forward leaning sitting posture, and the driver might get tired after a while. This was
another problem to be investigated in the project.

Field trip
This project was started with no experience in motorcycles. The design proportions of a motorcycle
had never been studied and there was no experience in driving a motorcycle. Therefore a field trip to
a motorcycle shop was necessary in order to get in touch with experienced drivers and to study the
proportions of a bike and also try out some sitting positions. This field trip was also important for studies of the construction of different motorcycles.

Illustration of weight distribution compared between convensional bike and electric bike

Talking to Mats Alaküla, professor at the Institution of Industrial Electrical Engineering and Automation
at Lund University, the idea of using electric hub motors came up. Many advantages were found by
going for this solution. As shown in the illustration above, by using electric hub motors the center of
gravity can be lowered compared to a conventional sport bike. Another important advantage with hub
motors is that they don’t need the maintenance of a combustion engine with a chain drive. This is not
only important from an economic perspective, since the electric technology is still more expensive, but
also for the comfort of the owner not having to worry about mileage and degradation of sprockets and
chain. It’s also a cleaner solution that won’t spray oil on the rear rim and the aprons.

lowered seat

Thor
The final concept after ten weeks of work was an electric motorcycle with sporty
character. The use of electric hub motors lowers the center of gravity substantially
and with a sitting posture that can be changed at lower speed the bike gives the
driver the option of resting the shoulders during heavy traffic. In order to get
the maximum travelling range from an electric vehicle it’s important that energy
savings are executed in all possible areas. Therefore LED technology is used for
all lightsources and the bike is equipped with KERS (Kinetic Energy Recovery
System), which recharches the batteries with the energy lost on braking.
retractable footpeg

M.A.R.T.I.N
Course: Stars Design 2012
Year: 2012
Length: 15 weeks

[Mars Automobile Rover for Transportation and Investigatory Navigation]

5/9 2012 - Project introduction

17/10 - Pre studies presentation LPI, Houston

The school of Industrial Design at Lund University is annually doing a project in
the second year of the Master program which is a collaboration with NASA. The
course is about designing for extreme environments and the purpose is to learn how
to step back and look at the very fundamentals of the design process - to be able
to erase factors that are usually taken for granted when designing a product (e.g.
gravitational force, access to water and breathable air, atmospheric pressure and
perception of time).
The students of this course collected research on a collective blog on tumblr at the
address starsdesign2012.tumblr.com. Since many were doing research in the same
area, it was a more efficient way of working by sharing links and documents with
information about other projects and experiments about space.

24/10 - Idea presentation JSC, Houston

The initial idea for this project was to work with time perception in space to learn
more about how the human mind is affected by the shifting hours of the days and
years depending on which celestial body in space that is visited. In order for me to
get a notion of what I was going to work with I decided to make an experiment. I
was going to lock myself into a room with no windows so I wouldn’t know if it was
daytime or nighttime, no contact with other people to eliminate the risk of them
revealing the time by mistake, no music and no technical devices that could in
any way tell me the time. All I had was a camera to take photographs of my time
estimations during the experiment, and afterwards (on a computer) compare the
estimated time with the actual time the picture was taken. After 24 hours of isolation, the experiment resulted in a four hour difference between my estimations and
the actual time. A more elaborate description of this experience is still available at
lassing.tumblr.com.

16/11 - New research finished

30/11 - Final design finished

After the pre studies of the project a two week field trip to Houston, TX was scheduled so feedback could be achieved directly from people who work in different areas at NASA. After the pre studies presentation of the project about time, the subject
turned out to be a lot more complex, and in many aspects already solved, so the
decision was made to change the subject to something that has a lot of information
available, but does not have an existing solution yet.
At some point in the future, man will walk on planet Mars. There are several rovers
and robots developed to explore the surface of the planet, and parts of the surface
has already been photographed or analysed. But there are things that can not be
caught on camera or discovered through samples of the materials from the surface.
Also, if human beings build research stations or habitats in more than one location
on the Martian surface, they need to be able to travel between the stations.

12/12 - Final presentation

A new brief was written and it was to design a transportation system for astronauts
on planet Mars. During the two weeks in Houston with field trips to the different
departments of Johnson Space Center (JSC) studies were made on how astronauts
traveled on the surface of the moon and also how the conditions differ between the
Moon and Mars. At the Robotics Laboratory many interesting projects were found
and the visit gave a good look of the existing technology in transportation on celestial bodies. In the early stages a compact and simple vehicle on two or three wheels
was considered, but after feedback from the idea presentation at JSC a larger vehicle with an onboard life support system was encouraged. The larger size of such a
vehicle could be motivated with parts of the vehicle being used in other applications
like a lander or in a habitat.

Roving vehicle studies
In order to quickly get a good base of knowledge to stand on
designing a roving vehicle it’s a good thing to study existing rovers that already has been developed by experts. For this project
there were three existing vehicles that had interesting aspects of
development.
Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV)
The lunar rover (Lunar Roving Vehicle) was studied because it is
the only manned rover built that has also been tested in it’s real
environment, the surface of the Moon. Therefore there was a lot
of relevant testing data available to be compared with a potential
Mars mission. The LRV was also a relatively simple construction
due to it beeing an open vehicle with no life support system.
+ simple (unadvanced), lightweight, tested on site
- open vehicle (risks), not too versatile

Importance of transportation on a Mars mission
This is an illustration of how important a rover would be for a mission to Mars.
The green field around the point marked “Station 1” illustrates the area that could
be explored by foot around the landing site. With two other habitats or research
stations placed in strategic areas the possibilities of environment exploration in different terrain increases extensively. The yellow and blue area illustrates the range
of a roving vehicle and the area that could be explored if this was to be used. That
way many different environments like the desert, craters, cliffs or the poles on Mars
could be explored. The vehicles could travel between the stations and with a charging station on each research station the rovers could be recharged in order to go
the next distance.

Chariot
Another roving vehicle that were studied was the new lunar rover
called Chariot. It is a larger vehicle with a full cockpit with a life
support system. This means that it can be driven without an EVAsuit. The interesting feature of this vehicle is that it has the life
support system, which was recommended by experts at the presentation at Johnson Space Center to be utilised for a Mars roving
vehicle because it would be safer than an open vehicle. Another
important factor studying Chariot was that it was available at
the Robotics Laboratory for both external and internal studies.
Unfortunately this rover has never been on the lunar surface.
+ life support system (safe), suit air locks, works as a habitat
- large/heavy (for transit), never tested on site
Curiosity
The third roving vehicle investigated for this project was Curiosity, the roving vehicle taking samples and photographs on Mars.
It is an unmanned vehicle, but the big interest here is in the fact
that it is built to work in the environment of Mars.
+ developed for Mars
- not for manned transportation

STATION 2

STATION 1

STATION 3

Full scale test
In order to get realistic measurements I had to build 1:1 scale models parallel with the sketch
process and 3d-modelling. This way I could try out different situations, reducing errors, and
improving my estimations. I made models for the suit lock, the exterior shell (image below), the
wheelbase and width of the vehicle, and the measurements of the interior. The methodology I
used was to sketch the ideas by hand, then build it in 3d-software, and try it out in a 1:1 model.
If the idea didn’t work I started over. This is a useful design technique when you are designing
large objects like cars and motorcycles.

Results
This is a 3d-view of the landing module without the rovers. The idea is that
the two capsules are mounted on a lander which creates the module that
takes the astronauts down to the Martian surface from the transit spacecraft
orbiting the planet. During this project I used a lander that resembles the
lander from the Apollo-missions for illustrative purposes in order to present
the concept. The lander to the left was designed after the end of the project
and is a more refined solution to this sort of mission.

This concept is based on the idea of having a transit spacecraft that, when it arrives to
Mars, starts orbiting the planet while a separate landing module takes the astronauts
down to the surface. The same thing was done during the Apollo-missions to the Moon.
The difference with this concept compared to the lunar module that landed on the moon is
that when this module has landed on the surface it splits in half and you get two separate
capsules that are being connected to a second section with wheels, suspension and electric
motors (These are shipped to Mars beforehand). That way you get two closed vehicles with
life support systems so that no EVA suit is needed to control the vehicle (unlike the Lunar
Roving Vehicle). These vehicles can then be used to travel between habitats or research
stations on Mars in order to explore different environments and terrain on the planet.

This is a side view of the two capsules. When landed on the planet the two
capsules are separated from the lander by sliding them upwards and off their
slots. This gives us two identical halves.

M.A.R.T.I.N

An assembly of chassi, suspension, batteries, wheels with motors, and other
neccesary equipment are then fitted to each half which creates two roving
vehicles to travel on Mars.

M.A.R.T.I.N
M.A.R.T.I.N is a four wheel drive rover propelled by electric hubmotors, since an internal
combustion engine won’t work in the Mars environment (lack of oxygen). It has a fourwheel independent steering system which means each wheel can be turned separately
for manouvering in any terrain. The tires on the wheels are called tweels and uses rubber
spokes instead of air to lift the rover off the ground. These are used in order to prevent
punture. In order to save as much energy as possible to get a longer travel range all lightsources on the rover uses LED-technology.
In the back of the rover is a hatch where the rover can dock with a habitat in order to be
able to enter and exit the vehicle. On the hatch is a light that indicates with red or green
light if the inner hatch of the air lock is open or closed. The whole air lock can also be
removed in order to fit a suit air lock to the back instead which can be used for EVA. With
the suit set in a sitting position it gets easier for astronauts to get inside the suit.

SÖDERGÅRD
Course: Master Degree Project
Year: 2013
Length: 19 weeks

[A chair is born]

21/1 2013 - Project start

18/2 - Research presentation seminar

My Master Degree Project was a collaboration with my fathers carpentry. G Lassings Inredning makes window frames, staircases, doors and other interiors customized to fit the customers’ home. Every new project needs to be planned from scratch,
which demands a lot of thinking, planning and measuring that is difficult to charge
for. The idea of the project popped up during a lecture, when I came to think of one
of many ideas my father have had for his carpentry business. His idea was to add
a product to his business that could be produced in a series for one or two days a
week in order to reduce the matter of thinking and planning that is required when
you are making customised requests.

4/4 - Intermediate presentation seminar

A chair is a great way for a furniture designer to set a design language for a potential collection. If my father would like to add a table afterwards, as a supplement
to the chair, it’s rather easy to implement the design elements from the chair to the
table. It works similar to the concept cars in automotive industry. The concept car
sets the design elements for the next coming generation of cars produced by the
manufacturer.

26/4 - Research finished

10/5 - Final design finished

When you build something that is only going to be produced in one copy you get all
the developing cost in the end price of this single product. If you would build ten of
them the developing cost can be divided on all ten products and the end price gets
lower. My father’s business offer services that are performed once, which means
that he has to find customers able to pay the price for a one time developing cost. A
product that is produced in a series can be made from drawings or experience and
memory. The stress would be reduced if the production is made a routine.

27/5 - Master degree presentation

After some early research in armchairs and apolstry I decided to rewrite the brief
in order to get a product more focused on the machinery available in this particular
carpentry and with the new brief I would also be more precise about where I was
going with the project. My new brief was to design a versatile chair that can be used
in different situations indoor. It should be produced in a series and the manufacturing method should be available in my father’s furnishing carpentry. It should be a
sustainable chair made from Swedish wood. By the end of the project a high end
prototype of the final concept would be presented.

Ergonomics

Material:

When I started to read about the ergonomics for a chair I
found that designing a comfortable chair is more complex
than I first thought. There are recommendations in minimum
and maximum measurements everywhere; for the backrest,
seat height, width, depth, height of armrests, angles of seat
and backrest, and the relation between all these dimensions. Since not all people in the world are the same size,
the recommended measurements of a chair part sometimes
are specified with a maximum and a minimum measurement. This means that the designer can choose any measure
between these two values without risk of compromising the
ergonomics. However, choosing a measurement between
these values doesn’t mean that the chair will fit everyone,
but it might fit the majority.

There was never a question of which material I would use
for this chair. Wood is almost the only material used in the
carpentry. The question was which type of wood I would
select. It was important to me that the wood had been grown
in Sweden. This reduces the cost and also the ecological
footprint caused by transportation. It also reduced my selection of wood. I contacted different suppliers of wood and
found that I had six kinds of Swedish wood to choose from:

I used measurements from the book The Dimensions of
Seating Furniture by Erik Berglund as a starting point when
I was doing experiments, sketches and models and I also
compared with some existing chairs to varify the data that
was derived from the book. I found that the best way to sit
comfortable in a chair is by varying your sitting posture. You
can do this in most chairs but I thought it would be interesting to try and communicate this through the design. I, for
example, often find myself sitting sideways in chairs using
the backrest as an armrest.

Back: 90˚
Seat: 0˚

Back: 90˚
Seat: 7˚

Back: 90˚
Seat: 15˚

Back: 100˚
Seat: 0˚

Back: 100˚
Seat: 7˚

Back: 100˚
Seat: 15˚

Ash, Beech, Birch, Elm, Oak and Cherry. Considering cost,
aesthetic qualities and material properties I could narrow
the selection down to Ash wood and Elm wood. I could go
for both of these, and I was considering it for a while, but
the cost would raise either through storage or by not ordering large quantities. My contact person at Holm Trävaror AB
was very helpful when I made the decision, and the availability settled that I would use Ash wood for my chair.
Båstad

Hässleholm
Helsingborg

Kristianstad
Höör
Lund

Back: 110˚
Seat: 0˚

Back: 110˚
Seat: 7˚

Bjärsjölagård
Simrishamn

Back: 110˚
Seat: 15˚

Malmö
Ystad
Trelleborg

Function Analysis
When I felt that I had gathered enough material to start
developing concepts I wrote a function analysis to give me
an overview of my priorities and what I had to consider
while designing the chair. The order of priority was rated
in three levels: Head function (HF), necessary (N) and desirable (D). The head function is the most important factor,
and together with the factors rated necessary it had to be
considered in the final design. The desirable factors could
be compromised with a strong enough concept.

Seat person		
HF
Comfortable		 N
High quality		
N
Attractive			N
Sustainable		 N
Production friendly D
Nimble			D
Versatile			D
Affordable		 D
Light weight		
D

Origin
Why is it important that the wood comes from Sweden? I
think that it’s important to support local industry. In Sweden
we have high demands on service conditions for employees,
so if you buy Swedish raw material you are guaranteed
a product that hasn’t violated human rights. It’s also much
easier to track the origin of the wood if it stays in one country. This is desirable in order to know for sure that the wood
has not been illegally imported to Europe from tropical
rainforests. Another important reason for choosing Swedish
wood is to minimize transportation of the raw material. This
reduces emissions that affects the environment, especially if
the wood comes from outside of Europe. The ash wood used
in this chair has grown in southern Sweden.

Sketches
Thinking about the idea of asymmetry combined
with the concept of different directions or seating
generated an idea about making a chair with
only one armrest, so you can sit sideways in it
and use the backrest as an armrest if you like
to. The final concept that I decided to go through
with and develop further was a concept where I
had used four square rods for legs, but turned
them 45° in order to round off my design language and make the squarish theme more interesting. The chair also gained a third direction of
seating from this.

Mock-ups
A very helpful tool when developing concepts
was making paper mock-ups. When I came up
with an interesting concept from the sketching I
could quickly take the idea into 3D by cutting,
folding, gluing and taping paper into 1:5 scale
models. This gave me a good understanding of
how my design would work in 3D and made it
easier for me to imagine how it would be produced.

3D modeling
The idea was developed in Autodesk Alias for
precision and exact measurements that could be
used for the drawings later. I started by building simple shapes around the measurements I
had found from reading and testing. For manufacturing purposes I tried to use as few parts as
possible and also simple shapes. Squares and
simple angles became the consistent rule for everything that would not affect the ergonomics in
a negative way. The problem with 3D software is
that you can’t try your ideas from an ergonomic
perspective in real life, so I had to try it full scale
before building the final prototype.

Full Scale Model
Before producing the final model I built a full-scale mock-up in order to try the ergonomics and find problems that can’t be discovered in the 3D software. I used cheap
pinewood and took the measurements directly from the 3D model. This model turned
out to be important because it showed me many things that needed further adjustments. The backrest was designed straight, so it cut into your back when you were
leaning backwards. This had to be curved in some way. Other things I discovered
that didn’t need as extensive design changes were that the seat height was too high,
the seat depth too long and the armrest too low. I also had left to decide for a joining
technique for the pieces of the backrest. This was solved through a discussion with
my father just before manufacturing of the final prototypes.

The backrest pieces are made from several parts joined together through tongue and groove joints. This makes for a
strong structure and a visual effect where the joints are visible
on the bent surfaces. The tongue and groove joint is a common technique used for manufacturing in the furnishing carpentry and therefore a logical solution for this chair. In order
to make the backrest tilted the upper piece goes further back
than the lower piece. Both pieces are slightly cut to make a
skewed rhombus cross section. The two pieces are calculated
to be aligned and this gives the backrest its angle.

upper piece

lower piece

The backrest

Joinery
The joints of the seat frame are hidden to make the appearance clean and interesting. I didn’t want visible screws or
nails, and I didn’t want any visible edges apart from the
ones on the backrest and the one from the front leg on the
seat. Eight screws and eight nails were used to assemble
the chair and they were used underneath the seat where
they are only visible if you flip the chair.

An open backrest that isn’t going to cut into your back has
to be slightly bent to follow your body. Therefore I had to
compromise the straight and parallel theme designing this
part. The solution was to make a discrete curve blending
into the 45° corners. This curve had to be manufactured
using a jig. The lower piece of the backrest continues
through the rear leg to become an armrest on the side of
the chair. This solution makes the chair very stable and it
is thanks to this the chair don’t need any stretchers for the
legs, and that gives the chair its stylistically pure appearance. This lower piece is made symmetrical so the decision whether the chair should have the armrest on the left
or right side can be made in the last minute. This makes
manufacturing easier and requires less planning.
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